Regulations for event organizers regarding COVID-19 in Estonia.
General:
- No more than 100 participants (including the marshalls and support personel)
- The 2+2 rules must be followed
- No spectators allowed
If needed the event can be divided into two parts with 100 participants for both parts but in
this case there needs to be a 60 minute period in between the races when the whole territory
(paddock, track, pitlane, buildings) of the event are empty.
The larger the number of support personel for riders is, the fewer riders can participate in the
event so to maximize the number of participants, the supportive personel (mechanics and
other) number should be kept minimum.
1. Registration and health check of a participant (presumes that the participant does not
have any signs of illness):
a) Participant has to have a filled health declaration.
b) One medic has to be in the registration committee who accepts health declarations
(COVID-19) and valuates health of the participant.
c) Recommended prerace COVID-19 test at least in the first event, for participants of age 10
and up.
d) If between events or before the first event a participant has contact with a person with
symptoms of COVID-19, it is mandatory that the participant stays in a 2-week quarantine and
a test is done afterwards.

2. Paddock area:
a) The teams have to be placed following the 2 meter rule in mind.
b) Pit area for one participant (1 racer + 1 mechanic + 1 support).
c) Teams with two or more racers need to guarantee at least 2 meter gap between race bikes.
Number of support team allowed to paddock per racer – see point 2.b.
3. Training:
a) When entering the pitlane and track racers keep 2 meter destance from each other.
b) Pitlane has to be divided into zones and the teams need to use their smartphones etc to see
laptimes. Gatherings infront of large screens need to be avoided.
c) On the pitlane racer can only stop in the zone which is given to his/her mechanic/trainer.
d) After training a session the racer returns to his/her pit area and leaves it only in extreme
need.

e) The use of public areas including bathrooms and toilets on the race track, gerenal public
guidelines need to be followed.
4. Start and race:
a) Racers come to the sigthinglap straight from their pit areas. It is advised to choose the
outing time so that the pitlane is open to avoid gathering and waiting.
b) If the racers need to wait for the pitlane to open for the sighting lap, 2 meter distance from
each other must be held.
c) After the race racers return to their pit areas.
d) Bikes taken in for techinical inspection will be cheacked after the race and in the presence
of the rider. The tecnical scruteneering teams uses personal protection (gloves, masks)
e) The riders briefing takes place electronically or according to the general regulation of the
race is it is possible to guarantee the safety of the participants and so that the infromation is
heard by everyone (people keep 2 meter distane from each other and a loudspeaker is used). If
the registration ends at 10.00, the electronical briefing will be sent by e-mail at 10.00 or will
be uploaded to a website stated in the general regulation of the race.
5. Prize giving:
a) The results will be made public by a commentator or the timing system.
b) Maximum number of people per racer in the prize giving ceremony is 3 (rider/s + 1
support)
c) The prizes will be put on the podium and no handshaking takes places.
6. Marshalls:
a) Marshalls in the pitlane and starting grid use masks during the starting procedure.
b) Flag marshalls use masks, protection glasses if needed.
7. Medical personel:
a) Use regular personal safety equipement. The organizer must provide a separate room or a
tent for patients who have not been in a racing situation (participants who have not been
invlovled in a racing incident but need medical help due to other health situation – sudden
illness etc), to avoid check-up’s in the ambulance that is on stand-by from racing incidents on
the track.
b) The amulance/medical tent that provides first aid uses protective clothing, respirators and
protection glasses (in case the first aid lasts longer than 10 minutes) or as stated by the official
guidelines of the health service provider.

8. Catering:
a) Food is provided directly to the clients and if it is not possible to provide a eating area
which follows the 2+2 rule, eating will take place in the pit areas.
b) The catering must guarantee their employees health checks regarding COVID-19 and the
use of personal protection and hygene as needed.

9. Commerce:
a) Service providers and other sales points (tire changing etc) must follow the regulations for
shops, shopping centres and food service institutions regarding COVID-19.
The event organizer provides availability of hand sanitizers in the paddock area, pitlane and
public spaces of the events territory (first priority administration, catering area and toilets).

It is the event organizers responsibility that the regulation are followed.

